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When two video sequences are combined in each frame, an alpha channel signal 
is commonly used. Alpha channels are usually required in professional and studio 
applications for video editing and post-production processing. However, in other 
applications related to video broadcasting, alpha channels may be required also 
at the receiver side. One example is the insertion of sign language interpreters in 
broadcast videos to help people with hearing difficulties to follow the programs. 
The interpreter may be distracting for normal hearing audiences so a solution 
where the video of the interpreter is switchable would be preferable. In this case, 
the frame composition, i.e. main program plus interpreter, is done at the receiver 
and therefore the alpha channel needs also to be transmitted. In such an 
application scenario, it is important to devise efficient alpha channel coding 
algorithms which require low computational complexity. This paper proposes a 
lossless encoding algorithm which compresses homogeneous regions with few 
bits and involving a low amount of computational complexity for alpha channel 
coding. When compared the HEVC codec in lossless modality the proposed 
algorithm provides higher compression ratios (up to 54% improvement) and 
reduced computational complexity. Moreover, the proposed algorithm also 
outperforms conventional lossless coding techniques such as the Lempel-Ziv-
Welch algorithm. 
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Abstract—When two video sequences are combined in each 

frame, an alpha channel signal is commonly used. Alpha 
channels are usually required in professional and studio 
applications for video editing and post-production processing. 
However, in other applications related to video broadcasting, 
alpha channels may be required also at the receiver side. One 
example is the insertion of sign language interpreters in 
broadcasted videos to help people with hearing difficulties to 
follow the programs. The interpreter may be distracting for 
normal hearing audiences so a solution where the video of the 
interpreter is switchable would be preferable. In this case, the 
frame composition, i.e. main program plus interpreter, is done at 
receiver and therefore the alpha channel needs also to be 
transmitted. In such an application scenario, it is important to 
devise efficient alpha channel coding algorithms which require 
low computational complexity. This paper proposes a lossless 
encoding algorithm which compresses homogeneous regions with 
few bits and involving a low amount of computational complexity 
for alpha channel coding. When compared the HEVC codec in 
lossless modality the proposed algorithm provides higher 
compression ratios (up to 54% improvement) and reduced 
computational complexity. Moreover, the proposed algorithm 
also outperforms conventional lossless coding techniques such as 
the Lempel-Ziv-Welch algorithm.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

To compose a video sequence from a background and a 
foreground video, alpha channel signals are usually employed. 
The alpha channel carries information about the degree of 
opacity or, equivalently, the degree of transparency of each 
pixel belonging to the video. For this reason, alpha channels 
are usually organised as monochrome pictures with the same 
height and width as the frames in the sequence that will 
become the foreground of the combined video. Given this 
organisation, alpha channels can be compressed using the 
same coding tools (e.g. spatial transform, motion 
compensation prediction, etc.) applied to the foreground.  

Usually, the video composition operations are performed at 
the transmitter side, during post-production and the 
composition cannot be reversed at the receiver side. For this 
reason, alpha channel support has been traditionally provided 
in professional extensions of video coding standards, 
assuming full availability of computational resources for 
video compression during post-production and editing phases. 

However, the alpha channel may be also required in 
scenarios different from the ones mentioned above. As an 
important example of a future application which requires the 

alpha channel at the receiver and constrains the computational 
complexity, this paper considers the insertion of sign language 
interpreters in coded video. Sign language interpreter video is 
usually provided together with the main program to help deaf 
people to follow the real broadcast event. Currently the video 
corresponding to the main program and the sign language 
interpreter (hereafter also denoted as the signer) are combined 
at the transmitter side to form a unique video which is then 
compressed and transmitted. At the receiver side the presence 
of the signer is not needed for all viewers. Therefore, a 
solution which allows switching the signer video may be 
preferable for heterogeneous audiences.  

When the signer video is made switchable, the final frame 
composition between the main program and the interpreter 
video is done at the receiver. This frame composition implies 
the transmission of the alpha channel to the decoder which 
increases both the bitrate related to the whole broadcast 
program and the computational resources needed at the 
decoder side. Moreover, provided that alpha channel signals 
represent sharp edges at the transitions between background 
and foreground, their compression requires specifically 
devised coding algorithms.  

In this context, this paper proposes a novel lossless coding 
scheme denoted as Homogeneous Block Coding (HBC) which 
relies on a recursive picture partitioning according to a quad-
tree fashion. The benefit brought by the HBC scheme is 
twofold: first it allows good compression efficiency with 
respect to the newest High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) 
standard in lossless modality. Second, compared to the HEVC 
codec, it reduces the required computational resources. The 
remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II 
provides an overview of the background related to this paper. 
This background includes the considered application scenario 
as well as an overview of the state-of-the-art in alpha channel 
coding with emphasis on the works closely related to the 
proposed HBC algorithm and on the support provided in the 
H.264/AVC and MPEG-4 video coding standards. Section III 
presents the proposed HBC scheme for alpha channel 
compression detailing the design requirements, codec 
architecture and coding algorithm. The compression 
efficiency and the computational complexity of the proposed 
HBC algorithm are assessed in Section IV while conclusions 
are drawn in Section V. 
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978-1-4799-0125-8/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE. 
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Figure 1: Video broadcasting delivery chain for a program with the possibility to insert the signer using one alpha channel. 
 

II. RELATED BACKGROUND WORK 

This section presents the application scenario considered in 
this paper and reviews the state-of-the-art in alpha channel 
compression, describing also the support provided in the 
H.264/AVC and MPEG-4 video coding standard. In the 
following, the considered application scenario is presented 
first followed by the state-of-the-art review. 

A. Application scenario 

Figure 1 depicts a video broadcasting delivery chain which 
conveys the main program with the possibility to switch the 
signer video depending on the final user needs. As may be 
noted, the main program and the signer video are compressed 
and transmitted. Moreover, together with the signer, also the 
associated alpha channel, extracted with chroma keying 
techniques, is compressed and eventually transmitted. The 
alpha channel contains transparent pixels (black ones) relative 
to the background and opaque pixels (white ones) relative to 
the signer. At the receiver side, the main and signer videos are 
decoded together with the alpha channel which is then used in 
the final frame composition. The overall frame composition 
operation can be formally described as follows: 

 ),()),(1(),(),(),( yxByxyxFyxyxC ×−+×= αα ,(1) 

where F(x,y) denotes the pixel in the foreground image at 
position (x,y) and B(x,y) is its counterpart in the background 
image. Finally, �(x,y) denotes the alpha channel value at 
position (x,y). 

It should be noted that for the particular application 
scenario considered in this paper a simple binary alpha 
channel is sufficient for the frame composition. Binary alpha 
channels are characterized by pixels which can assume only 
two values: transparent (�T) and opaque (�O). Binary alpha 
channels have been commonly used in video composition and 
editing [1] and for their compression several coding 
algorithms have been proposed as will be reviewed in the next 
subsection. 
 
 

B. State-of-the-art review 

Binary alpha channel coding has received great attention in 
the literature in the past two decades. Encoding algorithms for 
binary alpha channel coding can be classified into contour-
based and bitmap-based methods [1]. Contour-based methods 
extract the contours from the binary alpha channel to produce 
a second image where all the pixels belonging to the edges of 
objects are represented with a different value. This second 
image is then encoded using either an entropy encoding 
technique or approximation as proposed in [2]. In particular, 
this method places some control points, denoted as vertexes, 
and for each pair of vertexes it computes the straight line 
passing through them. All the pixels belonging to the contour 
are then approximated by linear interpolation using the 
computed straight line. Given the adopted linear 
approximation, the method in [2] is a lossy coding algorithm. 

Bitmap-based methods perform entropy coding directly on 
the alpha channel data. A good bitmap-based method is the 
one proposed in [3]. In particular this method uses context-
based arithmetic encoding applied directly on the binary alpha 
channel pixels. Both intra and inter coding modes are allowed 
and the contexts for binary arithmetic encoding are derived 
exploiting the spatial or the temporal correlation. The good 
compression efficiency of the method in [3] has led to its 
adoption in the binary shape coding tool set standardised by 
the MPEG-4 standard.  

The MPEG-4 standard provides coding tools to compress 
both binary and gray level alpha channels in the Core and 
Main Profiles [4]. Basically, gray level alpha channels are 
encoded in MPEG-4 using the same tools standardised for 
texture data (i.e. spatial transformation, motion compensation, 
etc.). For binary alpha channels the method proposed in [3] is 
applied only for those macroblocks which contain both 
transparent and opaque pixels. For macroblocks where all 
pixels shared the same value, only one bit is transmitted to 
signal whether the macroblock is transparent or opaque.  

The H.264/AVC standard provides alpha channel support 
via the auxiliary coded picture concept [5]. An auxiliary coded 
picture is embedded in the bitstream together with each 
primary coded picture, i.e. the picture referring to the video 



which will be entirely or partly displayed. Auxiliary coded 
pictures follow the same syntax and semantics of redundant 
coded pictures which were introduced in H.264/AVC mainly 
for error resilience purposes. Given the aforementioned syntax 
and semantics features, auxiliary coded pictures can be 
encoded using the same tools defined in H.264/AVC. In other 
words, each frame of the alpha channel is associated with an 
auxiliary coded picture which is then encoded and decoded 
using an H.264/AVC decoder compliant with the High profile. 
It is worth mentioning that techniques devised for 
compression of depth maps in 3D video coding [6] can be 
used for alpha channels. In fact, depth map signals share some 
similarities with alpha channels (e.g. large homogeneous 
areas). However, many techniques proposed for depth maps 
compression are intrinsically lossy and therefore cannot be 
applied to the application scenario considered in this paper. 
(see Section III.A for further details). 

III. PROPOSED HOMOGENEOUS BLOCK CODING SCHEME 

This section proposes the HBC algorithm for alpha channel 
coding. First some general considerations about the signal to 
be encoded and the design are discussed, and then the HBC is 
presented. 

A. General considerations 

Figure 2 depicts one frame of the binary alpha channel 
associated with the video of the signer. As may be noted there 
are large areas where all the pixels are all either transparent or 
opaque. These large areas can be efficiently compressed by 
just sending the value shared by all the pixels in the region 
considered. As already observed in Section II, binary alpha 
channels contain sharp edges at the transitions between 
foreground and background (i.e. opaque and transparent). 
Lossy encoding techniques may smooth these edges with the 
overall results that pixels in the background may become 
foreground pixels and vice versa. These switches in pixel 
values may lead to annoying artifacts such as 
foreground/background mix, chroma bleeding, etc. in the 
composite frame [1], [7]. Therefore, to avoid this problem, 
lossless coding tools should be employed. Finally, as indicated 
in the Introduction, the computational complexity of the 
whole alpha channel encoding should be limited to avoid the 
introduction of an unfeasible computational burden at the 
decoder. Therefore, coding modules as such as motion 
estimation, motion compensation and complex intra prediction 
should be avoided.  

The considerations discussed in this section provide the 
design guidelines for the proposed HBC algorithm, introduced 
in the following section. 
 

 
Figure 2: Example of alpha channel extracted from one signer video. 

B. Homogeneous block coding algorithm 

As observed in the previous section, alpha channel signals 
are characterised by large homogeneous regions where all the 
pixels are either transparent or opaque. These regions can be 
efficiently encoded by simply transmitting the region size 
along with the pixel's value. The proposed HBC algorithm 
uses a recursive quad-tree splitting approach which starts with  
the largest region size and continues the splitting until the 
minimum size is achieved. Only square-shaped regions are 
considered during the splitting, to allow easy implementation 
both in hardware and software, since arbitrary region shapes 
may involve higher computational complexity (e.g. fitting 
polynomial curves over the region boundaries).  

Figure 3 (a) depicts a region of an alpha channel encoded 
with the HBC algorithm. The encoding starts by checking 
whether all the pixels in the alpha channel share the same 
value. Since this is not the case for this example, the algorithm 
splits the alpha channel in four sub regions. Now in region 1 
all the pixels are opaque (white colour) so this region does not 
need any further split. The region on the right of region 1 
contains both opaque and transparent pixel so it needs a 
further split which will end up with regions 2, 3, 4 and 5 with 
all pixels sharing the same value, namely three transparent and 
one opaque. The encoding moves to region 6 which has all the 
pixels opaque so no further split is needed. An interesting 
situation happens in the region labelled as 9 which has the 
minimum size allowed by the algorithm. As may be noted, the 
pixels inside this region do not share the same value. On the 
other hand, no further split is allowed and therefore all the 
pixel values are transmitted by performing spatial Differential 
Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) and the prediction residues 
are then entropy encoded by applying Content Adaptive 
Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) [8]. 

The depicted splitting for the alpha channel in Figure 3 (a) 
leads to the quad-tree structure shown in Figure 3 (b) where 
the number near to each node denotes the region label. Empty 
nodes refer to regions in the alpha channel which are further 
split, while nodes labelled as T, O and M refer to regions 
which are transparent, opaque or mixed, respectively. Mixed 
regions (e.g. region 9 in the Figure 3 (a)) are regions encoded 
with the aforementioned DPCM and CABAC. In order to not 



consider very large regions which may lead to a high number 
of recursions, hence high memory resource consumption, the 
HBC algorithm sets the maximum region size to Nmax. 
Therefore, each frame is firstly partitioned into a non-
overlapping grid of Nmax × Nmax regions and then the above 
encoding process takes place over each region as shown in 
Figure 3 (a). The described processing makes the HBC 
algorithm operate in intra coding modality. This feature meets 
the requirement on low computational complexity discussed 
in the previous sub-section. 

The whole processing carried out by the HBC algorithm 
can be summarised in the following sequence of steps: 
 
for each frame f of the alpha channel do 
 Split f into a non-overlapping grid of Nmax × Nmax regions 
 for each region R do 
  call the function analyse_region( R, Nmax ) 
 endfor 
endfor  
 
The function analyse_region performs the recursive quad-tree 
splitting used by the HBC algorithm. In the previous pseudo-
code Nmax denotes the maximum side for each square region. 
The sequence of steps carried by analyse_region is as follows: 
 
function analyse_region( Region R, Dimension N ) 
 Count the multiplicity m of all the pixels belonging to R  
 if m is equal to 1 and N > Nmin then 
  set variable split_flag to 0 
  write split_flag to the bitstream 

 write 0 to the bitstream if R contains transparent 
pixels, 1 otherwise 

 else if m > 1 and N > Nmin then 
  set variable split_flag to 1 
  write split_flag to the bitstream 
  set N = N / 2 
  call analyse_region( R, N ) 
 else 
  set variable split_flag to 0 
  write split_flag to the bitstream 
  for each pixel position n in R do 
   set variable �n = pn – pn-1 

encode � with CABAC and write it to the 
bitstream 

  endfor 
 endif 
endfunction 
 

The values associated to transparent and opaque pixels as 
well as the value for Nmin can be variable for different alpha 
channels. Therefore their value can be transmitted to the 
decoder for each alpha channel. It should be noted that the 
HBC algorithm uses the same picture partitioning adopted in 
the HEVC standard [9], [10]. In fact the region of pixel 
associated to Nmax can be seen as the Coding Tree Unit (CTU) 
and the obtained splitting corresponds to the Coding Tree 
Block (CTB) [9]. Using the same partitioning as the HEVC 

standard for texture signals has a twofold advantage: first the 
same computational resources dedicated to the texture coded 
data can be re-used by the HBC algorithm and second the 
same contexts for the split_flag variable can be used also for 
the described region splitting performed over the alpha 
channel. 
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Figure 3: Example of coding performed by the HBC algorithm: (a) alpha 
channel with associated partitioning and (b) associated quad-tree with values 
for the split_flag variable. 

IV. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

The compression efficiency of the proposed homogeneous 
block coding algorithm is now assessed over alpha channel 
signals extracted from real signer videos. First the content 
material, coding configuration, performance indicators and 
benchmarks are introduced. Then the results are presented and 
discussed. 
 

A. Test material and coding conditions 

Two video sequences for two signer language interpreters 
have been used in the experiments. The videos will be 
hereafter denoted as Signer 1 (S1) and Signer 2 (S2). Figure 4 
shows a frame from each video. The videos both have 
Standard Definition (SD) resolution (i.e. 720×576) with 25 
frames per second captured in interlaced format. The chroma 



Table 1: Compression ratio and execution times for the tested videos and considered coding algorithms. 

 CR HBC HEVC-LS �CR[%] 

Video HBC HEVC-LS LZW Encoding 
time [s] 

Decoding 
time [s] 

Encoding 
time [s] 

Decoding 
time [s] 

HBC vs 
HEVC-LS 

HBC vs 
LZW 

S1_segment1 328.03 217.26 226.19 10.13 3.81 1684.15 11.22 51 45 
S1_segment2 309.76 201.59 220.93 10.13 3.83 1696.21 10.03 54 40 
S1_segment3 344.46 226.49 237.46 9.98 3.80 1689.76 10.68 52 45 
S1_segment4 326.44 223.15 229.58 10.04 3.80 1689.34 10.86 46 42 
S2_segment1 328.14 212.03 229.50 10.08 3.83 1685.91 11.47 55 43 
S2_segment2 341.53 222.30 232.49 10.11 3.74 1688.36 11.47 54 47 
S2_segment3 327.87 212.83 227.62 10.13 3.81 1689.73 11.38 54 44 
S2_segment4 333.05 218.30 233.07 10.04 3.79 1688.46 11.40 53 43 

Average 329.91 216.74 229.61 10.08 3.80 1689.00 11.06 52 44 
 
 

key segments the green background (see Figure 4) in the Hue 
Saturation and Value (HSV) colour space using a Gaussian 
model of the background. The background model is trained 
over some background regions manually selected from some 
frames of the sequences. From the two signer sequence four 
10 second length segments have been extracted from each test 
video to obtain a total of eight test videos. The segments are 
obtained by selecting the parts of the videos where the signer 
hands and arms produce alpha channels with sharp and 
extended edges. The obtained alpha channel test sequences 
have 8 bit depth pixel values, where transparent is represented 
with 0 and opaque with 255.  

All the test videos are encoded with the HBC algorithm 
which operates in intra coding modality. Moreover, the values 
for representing transparent and opaque pixels are transmitted 
in the bitstream in the sequence header. In this way the value 
used during the encoding for opaque pixels is 1. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4: Example of frames associated to the two signer videos used in the 
experiments. Left Signer 1 (S1) video and, right, Signer 2 (S2) video. 

B. Performance indicators and benchmarks 

To assess the performance of the proposed HBC algorithm, 
the compression efficiency and the encoding time are 
measured and compared with respect to other state-of-the-art 
lossless coding techniques.  

The compression efficiency is measured in terms of the 
Compression Ratio (CR) which is defined as follows: 

 
compressed

original

Bit

Bit
CR = , (2) 

where Bitoriginal and Bitcompressed denote the bits needed to 
represent to original and compressed signal, respectively. The 
computational complexity is measured in terms of the encoder 
and decoder running times. The compression ratio and 
computational complexity are compared with the HEVC 
standard in lossless modality (denoted as HEVC-LS). The 
lossless modality in HEVC bypasses the transform, 
quantisation and in-loop filter operations and performs the 
same intra and inter predictions as in the lossy coding mode 
[9], [10]. Finally, also the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) 
compression algorithm [11] is considered for comparison. In 
this case, each frame of the alpha channel video is compressed 
using the LZW algorithm. 

C. Experimental results and discussion 

The compression ratios and execution times obtained are 
listed in Table 1 for all the tested videos and considered 
algorithms. As may be noted the proposed HBC algorithm 
provides the highest compression ratios. The main reasons for 
the better performance of the HBC algorithm against HEVC-
LS are the following. First, in the HBC algorithm large 
homogeneous areas are encoded with only one bit while the 
HEVC has to signal some additional syntax elements such as 
prediction modes, Residue Quad-Tree (RQT) flags, Coding 
Block Flags (CBFs), etc. Second, the HBC performs spatial 
DPCM prediction inside the coded block while allows it to 
exploit the spatial correlation better than using reconstructed 
pixels from neighbouring pixels as HEVC-LS does. When 
compared to LZW compression, the advantage of the HBC 
algorithm is its particular design for binary alpha channel 
compression while the LZW algorithm is meant to be used 



over wide classes of data sources. 
By examining the execution times, the proposed HBC 

provides a significant speed-up when compared with HEVC-
LS. This is mainly due to the absence of Rate Distortion 
Optimisation (RDO) in the HBC-based codec, while the 
HEVC one performs full RDO over all available coding 
modes, coding unit and RQT partitions. It should be noted, 
that fast RDO methods can significantly reduce the 
computational complexity of the HEVC-LS codec at the 
expense of a reduced compression efficiency. For the Lempel-
Ziv-Welch algorithm the execution times are not reported 
since the used implementation is based on the Matlab 
language which is interpreted rather than being compiled and 
therefore does not allow a fair comparison in terms of 
computational complexity. 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper has proposed a homogeneous block coding 
algorithm to compress binary alpha channels associated with 
signer videos inserted in programs to help deaf people to 
follow television programmes. The proposed HBC algorithm 
performs a region coding and allows it to encode large regions 
in the alpha channel with few bits. The reduced computational 
complexity and the higher compression efficiency when 
compared with other state-of-the-art compression techniques 
show the benefits of the proposed scheme and its suitability 
for the application scenario considered in this paper.  

Future work related to the presented HBC algorithm may 
involve the consideration of simple inter prediction techniques 
(e.g. zero motion coding) and the use of dictionary based 
lossless coding methods in conjunction with the proposed 
DPCM. 
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